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Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Letters from an American
Farmer, J. Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, Susan Manning, 'to the European, the American is first
and foremost a dollar-fiend. We tend to forget the emotional heritage of Hector St John de
Crevecoeur' When D.H. Lawrence made this statement in his Studies in Classic American Literature,
he was thinking of the Letters from an American Farmer. First published in England in 1782, the
Letters came at a timely moment as attention was focused on America in the closing year of the
Revolutionary War of Independence. Crevecoeur's famous question 'What, then, is the American, this
new man?' was a matter of great interest, as it became evident that America, that new nation, was
taking shape before the eyes of the world. Some of American literature's most pressing and
recurrent concerns are adumbrated in the substance and style of the Letters: in addition to the
question of American identity, they celebrate the largeness and fertility of the land, personal
determination, and freedom from institutional oppression. Darker and more symbolic elements
complicate the initially sunny picture, however: the issue of slavery is raised in a particularly
disturbing episode, and the...
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This composed book is fantastic. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually
have read during my own existence and may be he best pdf for actually.
-- Pr of . Elody D'Am or e-- Pr of . Elody D'Am or e

It is not di icult in go through easier to understand. It normally fails to price too much. I am very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
ebook i actually have read through within my personal lifestyle and can be he best publication for ever.
-- Miss Ebony B r a kus IV-- Miss Ebony B r a kus IV
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